
 

Planning your Halloween costume?
Then send us an email!

pamphlette@lists.reed.edu
Spelling Halloween “Hallowe’en” this year?

Find our past issues online!
pamphlette.wordpress.com

Do you feel guilty about playing soccer on Yom Kippur?  

ANN-DERRICK GAILLOT: I never play soccer, but if I did I certainly wouldn’t on Yom Kippur
HAILEY JONES: What’s Yom Kippur?
ALEXA ROSS: What’s soccer?
JEFFREY BLUM: Yes, but I feel more guilty that I played so poorly.
BEN STEPHENS: No.

5 WAYS TO CHANGE YOUR 
APPEARANCE BEFORE BREAK

Since there is no real stance or point to the protests of  Occupy Portland, people have taken it upon 
themselves to use this vague movement as a vehicle for their own personal vendettas against the 99% of  people 
who don’t care about their oddly specific issues, ever.  According to various demonstrators, these are some of  
the topics Occupy Portland is concerned with addressing:
      — Squatters’ rights in fast food restaurants
      — The one guy driving the one Hummer in the whole city
      — Switching bike lanes and car lanes
      — Dogs’ rights to be served in restaurants
      — The Reed College Awareness Group
     — People against that moment when you have to yawn but you can’t, and then you can’t 
concentrate on anything else until you finally do it
      — Fat people against the Portland Marathon
      — Marathoners who didn’t qualify against the Portland Marathon
       — The “Apple is ruining our generation...wait Steve Jobs died?! The Steve Jobs Memorial”    
Group
      — Increasing the availability of  exotic animals
      — Taxation on mustaches
      — Bikers against motorcyclists calling themselves ‘bikers’
      — The “wait, I thought there would be food carts here” group
      — Lower the drinking age
      — Raise the drinking age
      — The drinking age is pretty good where it is
      — Disagreement with the 5 cent increase of  bus fare
      — Edible rain gear
      — The “Make Portland more Homeless Friendly by Personally Meeting Every Homeless 
Person” foundation
      — Why plastic bags suck
      — How to look socially relevant by mimicking something another city is already doing
      — In defense of  Night at the Museum 2 being an OK movie
      — Making roller blades cool again

It’s been seven long weeks since you’ve seen your friends and family.  And hey, you’re a completely different 
person now!  But the worst case scenario is that no one will be able to tell the drastic change you’ve undergone 
as an alternative Reed student, only having your snobby attitude and muffled laughter at their state school 
lecture-based class learning structure to deduct your rise to sophisticated college-student status.  Lucky for you, 
the Pamphlette has a list of  crazy things you can do to your physical appearance before fall break so that 
you not only feel like a deranged manic person, you also look like one.

  1.  Facial Piercing: Any ring of  any kind on any orifice of  
your face is a sure-fire way of  getting noticed immediately and 
automatically being unemployable in every other town besides 
Portland.  Just avoid grabbing babies and overbearing mothers 
who will attempt to rip out whatever you have welded into 
your face.  Bonus: continually talk about how much it hurt to 
get piercing to emphasize your newfound bravery and maturity.

   2. Messages Shaved in Hair: For those who literally want 
to make a “statement” with their appearance.  Think of  any 
short, edgy phrase and shave it into the back or side of  your 
head, creating a strange, relatively ineligible message for oth-
ers to see and no one to care.  Whether you take the poetic 
approach by using “bitch” or “T-dog”, or if  you want to make 
more upfront declarations with “peace” or “word”, shaving a 
word into your hair is a fast and easy way to make others as-
sociate you with one word which you are guaranteed to regret 
choosing later.

  3. Colored Contacts: Have light colored eyes but want to 
look dark and broodier?  Have dark and broody eyes but 
want to look disturbed or dramatically unhealthy?  Colored 
contacts are the automatic image-changer, by obstructing 
your “windows to the soul”  and creating a creepy, filmy glaze 
over your eyes that make you look eternally high or strangely 
focused on whatever you’re staring at.  Bonus: if  people ask 
you if  your eye color changed at all, use this as an opportu-
nity to make them feel bad, and question whether they really 
knew you at all if  they didn’t know the color of  your eyes to 
begin with.

   4. Grillz: Whether you’ve run out of  places to 
flash your sweet gold and chrome collection, or 
you’re an enthusiast for the bad style of  the early 
2000’s, bedazzling your teeth is a great way to 
turn heads as well as separate yourself  from your 
friends, since they’ll never want to be associ-
ated with you ever.  Which is fine, since they just 
don’t understand your uniqueness and expression 

through your the things you put on your teeth.  Bonus: If  you match this new tooth jewelry 
with a flashy cup and spinning rims, you’ve automatically started and become moderately 
successful as a shitty rapper.

    5. Complete Lack of  Hygiene: Official fashion of  Reed 
College. Just because you make no effort doesn’t make 
this just as much of  a statement, as this look involves 
the sense of  smell as well as sight that people experience 
when seeing you for the first time as a college student.  By 
simply never showering, always wearing the same clothes, 
and living constantly in your own filth, not taking care 
of  yourself  has never made you been taken so seriously 
by your peers.  Side note: If  people don’t hug you upon 
arrival, that just means they respect you now more than 
ever.       

GREAT ENDING SENTENCES

ALTERNATIVE GOP 
CANDIDATES

After months of  speculation and repeated exhortations to run from voters, Chris Christie 
finally announced that he is definitely not running for president. However, general 
dissatisfaction with the republican field has lead for calls for new candidates, such as:

Charles Barkley:  Herman Cain’s been doing pretty well,  and he is black and 
says ridiculous shit and has no relevant job experience.  Well Charles Barkley 
is also black and says ridiculous shit  and has no relevant job experience.  
And he can dunk.  It would be cool to have a president who could dunk.

Lord Voldemort: But Harry killed him.  Or did he?  If  you can find 
what’s left of  his fractured soul and bring him back to life, he could 
be a strong candidate.  Just insert the words “poor people” in for 
“muggle” into every statement he’s ever made ever and his views are 
surprisingly in step with those of  the average republican primary voter.

Sarah Palin: Yes she’s not new and yes she already said she’s not running, 
but how will she get attention now?  Is Willow pregnant?  Probably, 
but it hasn’t started to show yet, so something’s got to keep the media 
spotlight on Sarah during that sweatshirt-concealed first trimester.

Speedy Gonzalez: Being simultaneously Hispanic and an offensive 
stereotype of  Hispanics, Speedy Gonzalez would be uniquely able 
to capture the Hispanic vote and the racist-against-Hispanics vote, 
which together make up 87% of  Republican primary voters.  Plus 
he looks good in a cowboy hat which should play well in Texas.

Glenn Beck:  This year’s Republican field features Mormons and crazy 
people, but as yet has no Mormon crazy people. Glenn Beck checks both boxes.

By HJ 

By JB

By A-DG, JB, JD

Sometimes I find that when writing an essay the single hardest part is actually writing the essay. But the 
second-hardest part has to be coming up with that perfect, final sentence that will wrap up my argument and 
blow my professor away. Here are some great ending lines for you to use when you find yourself  stuck in a rut.

So even though x and y were very different, in many ways they were also the same.

So that’s why women shouldn’t be allowed to vote.

Con esto podemos ver que el Español es una lengua importante y útil.

Overall, the genius critical methods and models I have demonstrated in this experiment could 
be applied on a larger scale to eliminate hunger, end war and racism, and generally improve 
the universe for the better.

In conclusion, there are many elements to this essay which I have proven to be relevant to 
many facets of  an argument somewhere by someone.

And he would have gotten away with it too if  it weren’t for you kids!

So, as you can see, if  it weren’t for x which then led to y, z would never have been possible 
and we would all be speaking in British accents and eating sauerkraut.

Of  course, once Herman Cain becomes president, ushering in a new era of  fiscal 
responsibility and prosperity, all of  this will be moot.

Alls well that ends well.

This shows that when Kane was talking about Rosebud he meant the sled.

See above.

So in the end, we may never know what happened.

Thus as you can see, if  we had just switched over entirely to clean, efficient solar power, the 
genocide in Rwanda would never have happened.

But now that Arrested Development is going back on the air everything is going to be ok.

OCCUPY PORTLAND AGENDA

By HJ 


